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Trauma & Adversity
Childhood trauma is a key modifiable risk factor for mental illness across the life-course. Our team
leads basic and clinical research that aims to prevent exposure to trauma and to buffer its detrimental
mental health consequences. With regard to basic science, we investigate how to best measure
trauma exposure, which factors increase risk of trauma exposure and related psychopathology, what
are the psychological and biological mechanisms through which trauma affects mental health, the
epidemiology of trauma-related psychopathology, and computational methods for individual risk
prediction of psychopathology in trauma exposed young people. With regard to clinical science, we
have been developing new treatments for traumatised young people and methods to scale up these
interventions through e-health platforms.
Anxiety and Depression
Our research aims to develop a process to predict which CBT option will work best for each child,
speeding up the journey to recovery. Projects include CUES-Ed, a hugely successful CBT programme
for schools and DISCOVER, a mental health programme for anxious and depressed teenagers which
uses a range of innovative, multi-media methods, including a DISCOVER app, to teach young people
strategies for tackling emotional problems. We have developed and evaluated Stressbusters, a
computerised CBT intervention, which has been shown reduce symptoms of depression and anxiety,
and to have positive effects on school attendance. We are currently collaborating on a new project
to treat refractory depression in teenagers and to prevent depressive relapse, by delivering
Mindfulness Based Interventions for adolescents and their carers.
Our research focuses on genetic and environmental influences on the development and treatment of
anxiety and depression. We aim to identify risk factors and potential new treatments, and our teams
are also modelling the processes underlying the development, maintenance and treatment of anxiety
disorders, as well as post-treatment relapse.
Our projects include the GLAD study, which is the largest anxiety and depression project ever
undertaken, and is part of the National Institute of Health Research (NIHR) BioResource. We also lead
the world famous longitudinal Twin’s Early Development Study (TEDS), which looks at the role of genes
versus the environment by studying twins across multiple generations. Our Genes for Treatment study
was the first study ever to explore the role of genetic factors, alongside other more traditional
variables, as possible predictors of outcome following psychological treatment for anxiety in young
people.
The senior investigators in the Trauma & Adversity group are also active clinicians leading the National
& Specialist CAMHS Clinic for Trauma, Anxiety, and Depression. This is a is a Tier-4, multi-disciplinary
team, working with young people and mental health practitioners across the UK and internationally.
The team primarily offers assessment and treatment to children and adolescents who experience
severe and/or treatment-resistant post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD), anxiety disorders and
unipolar depression, often with the aim to prevent inpatient admission. The team also delivers clinical
training and offers clinical supervision to local CAMHS teams and schools. Finally, the team works with
the UK government and local commissioning groups to set up and manage public health initiatives in
response to disasters and emergencies. This clinical activity informs our research directions though
feedback from young patients and their families and ensures rapid implementation of our discoveries.
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Working with our clinical colleagues in SLaM was essential in the development of the GLAD Study. One
of our key goals with this study is to enable further research to help reduce the trial and error process
currently seen in identifying the best treatment for every patient, something our participants tell us
they care about a lot. We are therefore collaborating with several clinical academic teams within and
beyond SLaM to begin studies that will help identify which treatments work for whom and why.
By combining research and clinical activity, the Trauma & Adversity group aims to improve prevention
and treatment of the complex, trans-diagnostic psychopathology emerging after experiences of
childhood trauma.
With both GLAD and TEDS we hope to access medical record information to build and even more
detailed picture of treatment outcomes, and how these relate to patient characteristics such as
comorbid physical health problems. Within GLAD we will be running a series of studies exploring
predictors of treatment outcomes and developing new approaches to treatment.
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